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Notes from the Chair: “On Celebrating our Music”
by Carol Ann Weaver
It’s time to celebrate not only our music, but also all the people who are
helping it to bring it into sound. We tire of reading how few women’s
works are included in contemporary orchestral and other classical
concerts; and we despair at the seemingly infinitesimal progress women
are making in the arts (to name but one area). However, it’s time to note
some amazing exceptions to this “where-are-the-women” question, and to
revel in the fact that many people actually are listening to and hearing us! In early March, I was
flown to Edmonton to hear the Edmonton Metropolitan Chorus perform “Sing Strength: The
Hands of Women,” an all-women’s music concert on March 5th in celebration of International
Women’s Day. This 107-voice, fulsome SATB choir, conducted by David Garber, performed an
all-women’s-music concert, featuring three composers of varying genres and styles. Kathy Da
Silva’s vibrant Latino-styled music, Lizzy Hoyt’s hauntingly beautiful folk/roots, and my a
cappella Latin-texted mass movements worked together to create a uniquely inter-woven
labyrinth of sound. Garber is to be feted and thanked for creating this women’s-music concert,
quite apart from any ACWC lobbying! This remarkable choir made history performing in
Carnegie Hall in 2016, due to Garber’s musical connections, and business-savvy members Joan
Small and Helen Ross undertaking all the daunting logistics of transporting this large choir to,
and housing them in New York City (women’s work never ends!) Three cheers to this
remarkable choir, its gutsy logistics team, and its forward-thinking conductor! http://
edmetrochorus.ca/concerts/concert-season/

The following month I flew to Vancouver Island to be part of a new BC Chapter meeting of
ACWC, and to attend the magnificent “A Spirit Indomitable” concert, organized and
painstakingly curated by ACWC members Janet Danielson, Diane Berry and friends. The BC
women composers meeting took place on April 7 at the Victoria Creative Hub of the BC
Canadian Music Centre, where I was joined by ACWC composers Janet Danielson, Diane Berry,
Georgina Craig, Rita Ueda, Maria Eduarda Mendes Martins, plus a lively group of interested
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women composers and musicians – Sophia Higgins, Sarah Pocklington, Kim McCue and Jenna
Trill. Composer and CMC Hub manager Christopher Reiche and Vancouver composer Mark
Armanini also met with us, noting our work and cheering us on.
Ideas literally flew off the page as attenders discussed dealing with aspects of musical style,
encouraging women students to trust themselves to become composers, connecting musicians
with composers, applying for funding, working most effectively with CMC, even possibly
creating a start-up ACWC music publishing enterprise! Brazilian-born ACWC member Maria
Eduarda Mendes Martins’ statement, “there aren’t different values of musical styles – all styles
are an expression of human experience” allowed us to realize, once more, how important it is for
us to be open to each others’ musical expressions, all of which are part of the larger soundscape
of the human story.

The “Spirit Indomitable” concert, featured on page 20 in this Journal, also occurred on April 7, at
Victoria’s historic First Church of Christ, Scientist. Seeing a full house on a Friday night in
Victoria, all gathered to hear about the history of women’s suffrage in BC and listen to music by
women (Jocelyn Morlock, Dorothy Chang, Sylvia Rickard, Carol Ann Weaver, Elinor Dunsmuir,
Kim Baryluk, Sarah Quartet, Eleanor Daley, Georgina Craig, Rita Ueda, and an Ursaline Nun of
the 17th C, effectively arranged by Janet Danielson), I was not only heartened but blown away!
This concert, a full year in the making, generated enough income to create seed money for a
sequel (ACWC-related) concert in Victoria. Three cheers to Janet Danielson, Diane Berry and
their many partners, for organizing, fund-raising, publicizing, and curating this highly successful,
premiere ACWC-Victoria concert! It truly takes more than a village to raise a concert! https://
acwc.ca/2017/02/28/acwc-presents-a-spirit-indomitable/

And the exciting premiere ACWC Piano Concert on May 28 at Grebel/University of Waterloo
calls for great celebration! https://acwc.ca/category/events/ This is not only the first concert
created by the newly formed ACWC Piano Collective, but also the first concert to feature
exclusively ACWC music for student pianists, and the first ACWC concert to feature exclusively
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At the Spirit Indomitable concert (Left to right): Historian Gillian Thompson; Composers Sylvia Rickard,
Carol Ann Weaver, Lynn Penhale, Janet Danielson

student performers, many of whom are students of ACWC composers/teachers. Formed in 2016,
the ACWC Piano Collective (Edith Covich, Coordinator) is comprised of ACWC composers who
“compose piano music for beginning and more advanced piano students, and those who write
teaching materials encouraging students at all levels to explore composition, improvisation and
use of their creative voice.” https://acwc.ca/projects/piano-collective/. The first of many to
come, this concert celebrates young performers, as compared with concerts geared toward
mature, professional-level performers.

If anyone thinks composing for young players is ‘easy,’ try it! The small hand cannot reach an
octave – what all lives within a six-note span?! The left hand can only move to one other
position – what adventurous things can be done within this small but thrilling key-scape? Titles
must compel! Forget “etude” or “minuet,” “nocturne” or “intermezzo” – try “The Snail” or
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“Eager Beaver,” “Cheeky Chipmunk” or “Pouncing” and you’re already hearing this “Fun-ky”1
concert! Resources abound: check “Composing for Elementary Piano Students,” by Edith
Covach, page 7, Fall/Winter ACWC/AFCC Journal or check the ACWC Piano Collective Score
Catalogue. Compositionally, it takes more to compose less, requiring more constraint, ingenuity,
economy and focus.

Composers on the May 28 Piano Concert include Joanne Bender, Sarah J. Coles, Edith Covach,
Emily Doolittle, Hanna Kim, Kye Marshall, Colleen Muriel, Paulette Popp, Jana Skarecky, and
Carol Ann Weaver. Performing pianists include Lindsay Begemann, Annabella Cairns, Calvin
Cairns, Finley Chen, Hanna Kim, Jayden Liu, Ian Popp, Kelly Wong, Jordan Wong, Tysen Wong,
and Eric Xu.

These are but three all-women’s-music concerts occurring in our midst – one independent of, two
supported by ACWC. None of them have occurred in a vacuum. Each is the product of a
dynamic, hard-working, close-knit community of organizers, supporters, and performers, who, in
turn, draw in new listeners, some who have never yet heard a concert of exclusively women’s
music. But these listeners will be back, wanting more! If it takes more than a village to raise a
concert, it takes a nation of villages to absorb and celebrate what is being heard here, and to carry
this music to all the places it wants to go!

“The Snail” by Edith Covach, “Eager Beaver” by Joanne Bender, “Cheeky Chipmunk” by
Paulette Popp, “Pouncing” by Emily Doolittle, and “Fun-ky” by Kye Marshall, are but a few
examples of alluring titles for young players, as heard on the May 28 concert.
1
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Interview with Composer Afarin Mansouri
by Carol Ann Weaver
CAW: Tell us about your place of birth, your family, your earliest
years.
AM: I am Iranian, born and raised in Tehran, capital of Iran. My mom
was a high school teacher and my dad had a publication company
publishing dictionaries and encyclopedias, and traveled around the world.
Thus I got to visit many countries including Japan, China, Egypt, UK,
Switzerland and USA at an early age. I was exposed to a diverse music at
home and listened to music while we traveled; therefore Iranian
landscape evokes specific music for me. As a girl, I have had vivid memories of one of the
century’s biggest revolutions, experiencing fear of being at war, and deep tragedy of losing loved
ones during 1980 – 1988.
CAW: What kind of education did you have in Iran?
AM: We had a normal education – 12 years of school (five – primary, three – middle school, four
–high school). We learned English and Arabic. School focused more on theatre/visual art than
music. I focused on math and physics, later earned a B.Sc. in computer in Tehran, worked as a
software developer, and then changed to arts management, becoming program developer for
Tehran Art Cultural Centre. Meanwhile I played and taught piano privately.

Afarin Mansouri (Joseph Michael Photography)
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CAW: What were your earliest musical influences?
AM: At home we had a huge collection of music from around the world, so before I could talk, I
was exposed to many styles and genres: Iranian, Gamelan, Japanese Shamisen, European
operatic/orchestral music, Spanish/Latin, folk, and American jazz and pop. I could differentiate
timbre and color of individual instruments, and listen to all sounds without judgment, absorbing
varied musical languages. I started piano lessons in elementary school, playing classical Western
repertoire. Whenever I heard live music, I cried throughout each performance. I felt a strange,
deep emotion and nostalgia as if I lost a precious thing. But years later, after I started composing
seriously, I never cried again – instead I have felt joy and a sense of connection to what has been
lost.
CAW: When did you start composing music?
AM: In high school our choir won a prize for my choral piece on Teacher’s Day; after that I
composed only on my piano until I came to Canada in 2002. I notated my first solo flute piece, a
lament. Its melody came to mind on the airplane when I left Iran. I took my BMus from WLU
while working with Linda Catlin Smith, Peter Hatch, Glenn Buhr, and Heather Taves. My
graduate piece, A Fallen Soldier, was performed by KW symphony at WLU in 2008. I used DAF
(a Persian Percussion) and prepared a choir of 20 members singing in Farsi in three days (thanks
to my vocalist friends!). I gained more knowledge about new music through Open Ears Festival
as a Board member with NUMUS. I took my MMus from University of Toronto in 2010,
working Christos Hatzis, Alexander Rapoport and Gary Kulesha.
CAW: Please give us a brief description of Iranian music.
AM: According to Dr Safvat, in order to understand Iranian Music, one must follow a spiritual
path with a master.2 Traditional music is based on the radif and dastgāh. Dastgāh includes a
group of short pieces, based on a specific mode, with specific motifs, which defines its character.
What we call a radif today means a collection of many pieces based on dastgāhs arranged by
prominent masters. Mirza Hossein-Qli and Mirza Abdollah’s radifs are two old examples still in
use. Music of ancient regional tribes including Bakhtyari, Kordi and the sacred Zoroastrian
known as gáthá3, date back to the early 2nd millennium BCE. Sufi music flourished around 700
2 Miller, Lloyd Clifton. Music and Song in Persia. Library Iran ed. UK: Routledge,1999.
3 Gáthá means to sing. Gáthás are chanted melodies from the holy book Avesta. These rituals were later done at courts and many documents
show the presence of female singers at courts singing these chants.
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700 AD. Military music is more than 3,000 years old.4 Ancient instruments such as the Ney are
still in use after 5,000 years.5 Up to the 14th century, works of masters such as Faarabi, or
Avicenna (Ibn Sīnā) have added so much to music theory6.

Ta’zieh, a sacred Shia Muslim

musical theatre, formed around 1790. Tehran Symphony Orchestra (TSO) founded in 1933, has
collaborated with artists such as Yehudi Menuhin. Payvar created a Concertino for santūr and
Orchestra in 1958. Persian operas including Pejman’s Hero of Sahand were performed in Tehran
in 1967 alongside Stravinsky’s Firebird and Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake Ballet. Dehlavi’s opera
Mana and Mani was premiered as a contribution to the Year of the Child in 1979.

After the

Islamic revolution of 1978, other music genres emerged: epic and revolutionary songs, war
tunes, and new military songs. Since 1986, the Fajr International Music Festival has presented
pieces by many national and international musicians. In 1995, Alireza Mashayekhi founded the
Iranian Orchestra for New Music. Renowned music masters such as, Safvat, Vaziri, Parisa,
Maroofi, Sanjari, Meshkatian, Tjeknavorian Fakhreddini, Farhat, Shajarian, Pour Torab,
Alizadeh, Rohani, Khaleghi and others, have contributed much to Iran’s music. Music of Iran is
so rich, I can hardly summarize. I would love to teach it in a Canadian university some day!
CAW: Have you incorporated any Iranian aspects in your music?
AM: Yes, many times! I have composed string quartets and solo pieces, incorporating old folk
tunes motifs while using western compositional techniques. I’ve used Persian modes and scales
in my pieces such as my Persian Abstract, a fugue and tango for piano and violin. Inspired by
materials from Mirza Abdollah’s radif, I created the melody for my first Ballet “Love at First
Sight.” Classical and contemporary Persian poetry plays an important role in my compositions. I
like combining traditional and contemporary aspects in my music.

4 Khaleghi, Roohollah. Sargozashte Moosigie Iran (The story of Iranian Music). Tehran: Mahoor, 2002.

5 Saremi, Katayoon, and Fereydoon Amani. Saz va Moosiqui dar Shahnameye Ferdowsi (Instruments and Music in Ferdowsi's epic book of
kings). Tehran: Pishro, 1995.
6 Khaleghi, Roohollah. Nazari Be Moosiqui-e Irani (A survey on Iranian Music). Tehran: Ragrovan Pooyesh, 2006.
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CAW: Explain the program of study you are currently in.
AM: I am in the last stage of my PhD studies at York University, planning to defend next year.
My research topic is “The tradition, culture and artistic expression of children’s opera in
Canada.” When I was composing my first children’s opera, “My little Heart,” I studied works of
other composers in this field, encountering a vast repertoire. I have presented my research in
Canada and UK. I trust my research can be a contribution to Canadian music in academia,
community art and not-for-profit art sectors.
CAW: What are your musical goals, and how do you wish to create music, which relates to
your current world, while possibly still relating to your own Iranian roots? How do we
make the arts relevant in our fast paced society?
AM: To me art is transcendental expression of of human emotions, affection, and intellect. We
can’t fully experience the greatness of life without making connections with the world and with
one another on multiple levels. We find meanings through making these connections. Composing
helps me make connections beyond borders and cultures and languages. I also believe music is a
great tool to create social awareness. Music can tell stories based on life events, allowing more
people to think outside the box. For example, I was banned from traveling to USA in 2015
because I am Iranian, thus losing the chance to attend the première of my piece, Natalis Solis
Invicti, in Memphis, Tennessee. Dr Leah McGray, a friend and Canadian conductor, performed
the piece despite my absence. She also spread word about the reason for my absence, and
surprisingly – many people around the globe reacted positively. Earlier, I witnessed how my
music became a tool for people to reconnect and learn about current news and humanitarian
rights, with the performance of my Secret of Solstice in 2014. Incorporating three languages –
Farsi, English and Latin, the piece is based on Rumi’s poetry about love transforming us from
darkness to light. It conveys the link of religion Mithraism to Christianity. Although I was
inspired by Persian poetry and historical events, the music is atonal with motifs based on sacred
numbers.
CAW: Tell us about your work with ICOT
AM: I had the privilege of being a co-founder and artistic director of Iranian-Canadian
Composers of Toronto (ICOT), a collective with the mission to create new works bridging
Canadian and Iranian culture through new music and art. Since 2011 we have performed more
than 30 concerts, proudly creating performance opportunities for more than 100 musicians. We
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have collaborated with many organizations, ensembles, festivals and organizations, such as
YouDance National Ballet, the Tirgan Iranian Festival – Toronto, the CMC, the Hamilton
Philharmonic Orchestra, and Orchestra Toronto. Our first program, “Persian Piano Night,”
selected by BBC Farsi, featured pieces inspired by immigration for solo piano and Persian
dulcimer. During ICOT’s second and third seasons we introduced Iranian modern poetry in
“New music, New Poetry” and mounted a multidisciplinary production, “The Operatic Narration
of Arash the Archer” (with 50-plus cast and crew) for Tirgan in 2013. In 2014 we created Five
Tableaux from Khosro and Shirin Ballet in collaboration with National Ballet. The piece was
done in collaboration with YouDance based on an old Persian tale, similar to Romeo and Juliet.
We created a school project for YouDance, introducing Persian instruments to more than 17
schools in Toronto, with a trio of musicians and a ballet performance.
ICOT’s next event, “Concert for Peace”, introduces a poem by medieval Persian poet Saadi, plus
two Persian instruments, Tonbak and Tar. The Toronto premiere on June 18th in four languages –
Farsi, English, French and Arabic – is in collaboration with Orchestra Toronto and Mezzosoprano, Merriam Khalil. Poem translation:
Human beings are members of a whole,
In creation of one essence and soul.
If one member is afflicted with pain,
Other members uneasy will remain.
If you've no sympathy for human pain,
The name of human you cannot retain! 7
For more information please visit www.icot.ca

7

Translated by M. Aryanpour
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Inspirations and Influences: a Pianist’s Journey
Colleen Athparia
This issue’s guest performer article is by Colleen Athparia, an
internationally recognized pianist and new music champion based
in Alberta. She has made a career as a solo and chamber
musician, a reputable teacher, and a recording artist.
As a female musician who has been intimately involved in the
world of Canadian music for over 40 years, I’d like to highlight
some of my background and experiences that have shaped my life
up to this point. In particular, I’d like to share some of the
inspiring people – especially women and Canadian composers –who have influenced me.
My Mother suffered a stroke in her 40’s when I was twelve years old, causing her to be in a coma
for a month and hospitalized for a year. It left her completely paralyzed on her right side and
unable to speak. But she would sit for hours and listen to me practise with her glowing face and
smile of contentment. She taught me patience in the face of adversity and, perhaps most
importantly, how to communicate non-verbally through sounds and gestures, which is really
what music is all about.
I was immensely fortunate to have a special Aunt who not only moved into my home at that time
(and stayed until her death) to help rehabilitate my Mother, but even quit her school-teaching job
to become my second Mother. An artist herself who loved music deeply, she took me at age
fourteen to hear Artur Rubinstein in Toronto at Massey Hall, a concert never to be forgotten. That
event planted a seed in me, that one day I would be performing on that same stage. And sure
enough, it came true years later in the “Monster Concert” with Eugene List. Years later in that
same hall, I was privileged to hear Horowitz perform after 25 years absence in North America. I
don’t think I have ever witnessed such an exuberant and breathless performance ever!
At the age of thirteen in Toronto, I met Margaret Parsons-Poole who became my “musical
Mother” and taught me practically everything I now know about playing the piano for the next
ten years. Her passion and exuberance drew emotion out of me like a magnet and helped me to
realize how to be fully engaged in the music. She had heard Rachmaninoff perform in New York
and described it in such a palpable way that I felt I had truly been there in person witnessing his
painful shyness that evaporated when the keys melted under his fingertips. Margaret Poole and
her husband Clifford, one of Canada’s top duo-piano teams, had also been intimate friends with
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Oscar Peterson. She recounted the story of walking into a NewYork restaurant after a day of
recording with Columbia Studios, and seeing Oscar at the piano at the far end. They didn’t think
he’d noticed them, but he started to play a Bach Prelude & Fugue from memory, afterwards
saying that it was dedicated to the two of them! The Pooles were also good friends with Glenn
Gould, and I treasure a photo of Mrs. Poole and myself (holding my first baby) with G. Gould’s
harpsichord in the background!
The first Canadian piece I ever played was written by Violet Archer. I was ten years old, had
never heard any contemporary music before in my life, and I remember how dissonant and ugly I
thought it sounded! But years later meeting Violet Archer in Edmonton when I was adjudicating
the Contemporary Showcase, I found her to be such a fascinating and delightful woman.
Over the years I’ve had the pleasure and opportunity of making personal acquaintances with
many Canadian composers, starting with Harry Somers when I was a U of Toronto student.
Feeling extremely nervous about an assignment to interview a “live” Canadian composer, I
knocked on the door of his home. After showing me his birds and talking about them, he quickly
put me at ease and took the time to answer my amateurish questions. Before recording “Nuit” by

Colleen Athparia at Carnegie Hall, January 2017
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Jean Papineau-Couture, he took a personal interest in me and the project, writing many
beautifully sensitive letters that I have recently handed over to the Canadian Music Centre. Jean
Coulthard was always very gracious and at that time, I could just pick up the phone and call her,
with questions about her compositions that I was performing.
After my years at U of Toronto, I met Gyorgy Sebok, the legendary Hungarian pianist-pedagogue
at Banff and was so inspired by his unique way of teaching that I decided to study a Master’s at
Indiana University in performance with him. He taught me how to play the piano with effortless
ease and also how to listen by resonating with the performer, emptying oneself so that the music
could flow through freely, without any blockages or inhibitions. When I wrote him a letter years
later telling him about my life, he congratulated me on doing things in the right order: first
having a baby, followed by a grand piano! He himself had never owned a grand piano until in
his 30’s.
After moving to Calgary I have enjoyed personal contact with many composers who have written
compositions for me, such as Allan Gordon Bell, Kelly-Marie Murphy, Quenten Doolittle, John
Abram, Chan Ka Nin, Jacobus Kloppers, Allen Rae, John Abram and Hope Lee. I have always
felt the importance of recording the music of my native country; it’s included on all ten of my
CD’s, and four of my albums are entirely dedicated to Canadian music, featuring such composers
as David Eagle, Alexina Louie, and Mark Hand, to name a few.
Years ago in Banff I had the good fortune of meeting Aaron Copland in a piano class where one
of the students was performing his Variations. What I remember most about this encounter was
him saying that since composers are so limited by musical notation, they encourage performers
to go beyond what they have written and to make it their own! I have always strived to do this
and find contemporary music continually both intriguing and challenging.
While in Banff I also met composer Robert Rosen who helped me with “preparing” pianos. He
had worked intimately with John Cage and knew exactly what Cage intended. I had so much fun
playing some of Cage’s pieces with dancers in Calgary, when so many notes on the page popped
up as sonic surprises!
I’ll never forget a class with composer Walter Buczynski years ago, when I was studying
harmony and composition with him. During the class, from our window on the second floor, we
could see helicopters placing the top needle on the CN Tower. Everyone was riveted looking out
the window, while he was trying to teach us. Finally in a very strict voice, but with a sense of
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humour, he said “What’s going on out there is far more important than what’s going on in here,
so let’s all watch this historic event!”
Sharing the joys of new music with students has always been a great passion for me over the
years since I started teaching at the age of thirteen. Although I have nurtured several prodigies –
including Jan Lisiecki and Kevin Chen, who have been listed recently in the CBC’s Top 30 Hot
Classical musicians in Canada under 30 – my greatest joys have always been to share the love of
music with any student, regardless of their talent. Every day I learn something!
As an experienced pedagogue, I have been invited to give many workshops for teachers on how
to understand and interpret contemporary music. Many of them are keen to explore new music,
but don’t understand or feel totally comfortable with its language. When they realize how freely
it can often be interpreted, it unlocks their creativity and teaching new music becomes very
exciting for them.
In honour of the Canadian Music Centre’s 50th Anniversary in 2009, I was honoured to be invited
to Ottawa where I was named an Ambassador of Canadian music and recognized as one of 50
performers and conductors from across Canada who has contributed significantly to the
Canadian music scene over the previous 50 years! It was exciting to meet backstage for the first
time women such as Jean Ashworth, Eve Egoyan, and Lydia Adams, among others.

Most recently, in January 2017, I experienced the thrill of performing in Carnegie Hall with the
contemporary quartet “Ensemble Resonance,” a group of which I’ve been a part for over twenty
years, as part of Canada’s 150th Birthday celebration. Featuring a very unusual combination of
soprano, violin, bass clarinet and piano, we have been performing Canadian music in many
places (such as Taiwan) for many years and have commissioned many new Canadian works.
Our program in NewYork included works by Alice Ping Yee Ho, Brent Lee, Roberta Stephen,
and Hope Lee, among others.
Although the piano has always listened and responded to my intimate thoughts and feelings, I
occasionally perform on pipe organ as well. Recently I enjoyed performing French Christmas
music and Bach’s St. John’s Passion with choir and orchestra in Calgary, but Healey Willan’s
organ music remains an inspiration to me.
Working with singers has always been a real connection for me to our natural inner voice.
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For over 30 years I have directed/co-directed choirs, some of whom have commissioned works
by David McIntyre.
Whenever I have concertized in other countries, from Mexico to Taiwan, Russia, Israel, Brazil
and the Orient, I have always wanted to share Canadian music with audiences. I have found that
many non-Western listeners are more curious and open to new music than audiences here,
because they are less conditioned and have fewer preconceptions or expectations. When I
perform in India I am reminded of the four-handed goddess Saraswati, who is worshipped as the
goddess of learning and music. She is revered and portrayed with a book in her hand and prayer
beads in the other as well as playing the vina (like a sitar) – an ancient female multitasker!
Above all, my artist-husband has guided me in the art of balancing my life, so that I feel very
blessed to have been able to enjoy the life of an active musician, traveling, performing, and
teaching around the world and combining that with a very satisfying family life, which is very
rare in this age. My newest venture is to focus more on composing, which I am immensely
enjoying, and future projects: writing a book on “Creative Practising”, learning the Bach
Goldberg Variations, etc. Not a day passes that I don’t feel very grateful to be living life
positively, creatively and pleasurably!
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CWC – A Canadian Women Composers Project
by Clarisse Tonigussi
The CWC Project is dedicated to bringing greater awareness to vocal
music by Canadian women composers. The project, headed by soprano
Clarisse Tonigussi, will present vocal recitals of music by Canadian
women composers, throughout the provinces and territories of Canada
for the Canadian sesquicentennial year.
The Canadian Women Composers (CWC) Project began taking shape in
the fall of last year. I was in the midst of choosing repertoire for my
graduating masters recital at the University of Toronto (U of T), and had
simply run out of ideas. Jean MacPhail, my voice teacher, suggested I
sing a recital of Canadian repertoire. I was immediately intrigued, and
then got to work scouring for works to sing. As I searched, I realized that most of the songs and
sets I discovered were by men.
Where were all the women? Everywhere. Once I began researching, music came at me from all
sides. Soprano Brooke Dufton got me started by giving me a stack of scores and a list of names I
might look at. Another important bit of information I received was from a librarian at the
Canadian Music Centre (CMC) in Toronto. She sent me a list of over 90 sets for soprano voice
and piano. Carol Ann Weaver, the ACWC’s very own, was also an excellent resource. It was like
a whole, new, exciting world was opening up to me, and I just had to be a part of it.
I tried to find sets that fit my vision: a recital that gives an overview of Canadian women’s
music, beginning with songs by Gena Branscombe written in the early 20th century, and finishing
with a work commissioned for me in 2017 by Rebekah Cummings.
Finding the music of Gena Branscombe (1881-1977) was somewhat of a miracle. I happened to
stumble upon a short article about her on the Canadian Encyclopedia website written by Elaine
Keillor. It had 4 short paragraphs on her life, but it was enough to entice me into taking out all
the scores of her music I could find in the U of T music library. As it turns out, Branscombe’s
scores aren’t available at the CMC, and are practically impossible to get a hold of in general. It
was a wonder that U of T had them in the first place!
Gena Branscombe was born in 1881 in Picton, Ontario to Henry and Sara Branscombe. At six
years of age, she was already accompanying her brother, who was four years her senior, in
various recitals. Soon after that, she started playing for church choirs and school performances. It
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was clear from a young age that Gena had a musical gift. She went on to study at Chicago
Musical College, and then to work, directly out of school, as the director of piano studies at
Whitman College (where she met her future husband, who was working as a lawyer at the time).
She then went to Europe, as good North American composers were expected to do at the time,
and studied with Engelbert Humperdinck. Upon Gena’s return to New York, she founded the
Branscombe Chorale, a women’s choral ensemble, which is one of her best-known
accomplishments. She also served as President of the Society of American Women Composers
for a time, and Vice President and Director of the National Association of American Composers
and Conductors. According to her obituary in the New York Times, Gena was survived by two
daughters and two grandchildren when she died in 1977.
When listening to Branscombe’s musical style, you will hear that it does not “rock the boat,” to
quote Professor John Kruspe from U of T. Her compositions are intelligently written and wellcrafted, but they don’t stand out as something terribly different. Because most of her works are
not recorded and the scores are difficult to locate, I can’t say this about all her works, but those
that I have heard or looked at seem to remain within the guidelines of the time she was writing
in. That does not make her music any less valid. In fact, her melodies are very pleasing, and her
vocal lines are extremely well written for the voice.
I will be singing two pieces by Branscombe on the CWC Project tour. The first piece “How do I
love thee?” from Love in a Life (1907) is from a set of six songs with text by the English poet
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. All six texts are taken from Browning’s collection of 44 poems
called Sonnets from the Portuguese, which she wrote from 1845-46. Browning had written the
poems about her relationship with her husband, Robert, and so in order to protect her privacy,
she claimed that the poems were foreign sonnets that she had translated into English. The music
Branscombe composed is an excellent reflection of the intimate text, with many tender moments
of quiet and gentle, soulful melodies.
The second piece, “The Open Road,” is one of four pieces from Branscombe’s The Sun Dial: A
Song Cycle of Love Songs of the Open Road (1913). The poetry, written by American poet
Kendall Banning, tells of a person’s journey of love throughout the day. The set is comprised of
“The Morning Wind,” “Noon,” “In Arcady by Moonlight,” and “The Open Road.” Branscombe
composed what sound like folk song melodies that portray the light-heartedness of the poetry and
capture the spirit of a person in love.
Following the pieces by Branscombe, the CWC Project presents works by other female Canadian
composers including Jean Ethridge (Child Face and Offering and Rebuff), Jean Coulthard (Les
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Chansons du Coeur), Carol Ann Weaver (selections from Timbrel in her Hand), Mary Gardiner
(Three (love?) Songs), Ana Sokolović (selections from Love Songs), Jana Skarecky (Green and
Gold), and Martha Hill Duncan (selections from Singing in the Northland). The sets are quite
different from one another in style but are connected by the theme of love in various forms. The
Ethridge is distinguished by its soaring, lyrical melodies, the Coulthard sounds a lot like
Debussy’s early songs, the Weaver is jazz influenced, upbeat, and very rhythmical, the Gardiner
is a mix of atonal and tonal music accompanied by delightful text, the Sokolovic is an a cappella
work, with movements split up by unconventional interludes of a sort of “sprechstimme” vocal
technique, the Skarecky sounds quite mysterious, with the piano performing just as much solo as
the voice, and the Duncan has very lush and beautiful harmonies.
I like to think of this recital as undulating, something that can change as it grows, and as I grow.
In this spirit of growth, I continue to search for music by female Canadian composers as I travel
across the country.
For more information on The CWC Project tour visit:
www.canadianwomencomposersproject.com
Follow The CWC Project:
Facebook.com/TheCWCProject
Twitter.com/TheCWCProject
instagram.com/TheCWCProject

L. to R. : Carol Ann Weaver, the author, Jana Skarecky, Rebecca Cummings (photo: Sonya Harper-Nyby)
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A Spirit Indomitable
by Diane Berry
On Friday, April 7th, 2017 approximately 230 people came to the
First Church of Christ Scientist in Victoria to attend 'A Spirit
Indomitable'. It was a concert presented by the ACWC to celebrate
100 years of women's suffrage in British Columbia with
performances by the Emily Carr String Quartet, Ensemble Laude
women's choir, soprano Elizabeth Gerow, and pianist Jannie
Burdeti. The concert's aim was to mark the 100th anniversary of the
signing into law the right (albeit restricted) of women to vote in
provincial elections, to celebrate strong and resilient women like the
suffragists, to connect the audience to the history behind the event, and to introduce them to the
music of Canadian women past and present.
The concert was a year in the making, from the initial idea in the late winter of 2016 to this April.
The early months consisted of lining up the venue, the performers and planning out the call for
scores. We sent out a call in early May, through the ACWC, the CMC and our own connections.
Initially we had a deadline of late July because we thought the choir would want to be able to
start working on the chosen pieces in the early fall. As it turned out, the choir was in France
during August and wouldn't be available to help in the choosing, so we extended the deadline by
of a couple of weeks. In all we received eighteen submissions: nine were for choir, or voice and
strings; and nine were for string quartet.
Laura Pettigrew and Janet Danielson reviewed the submissions and put forward their choices for
programming.
The Emily Carr String Quartet chose three pieces from the call, Dorothy Chang's Beautiful
Curiosities, Carol Ann Weaver's Spirit of the Stikine, and Sylvia Rickard's Human Time Zones.
They also suggested we include a piece from their repertoire, Big Raven by Jocelyn Morlock,
which they had commissioned.
Due to their European tour in the fall of 2016, Ensemble Laude were unsure they could manage
an entire half programme, so Janet introduced the idea of asking Elizabeth Gerow to sing some
of the art songs of Elinor Dunsmuir. While a graduate vocal student at the University of Victoria,
Elizabet had researched the music in the Craigdarroch Castle archives and had performed some
of them at her graduate recital. The Dunsmuir name is well known in Victoria: Elinor's
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grandfather Robert Dunsmuir was a local coal baron who built Craigdarroch Castle; his son, the
Honourable James Dunsmuir, was premier and then Lieutenant Governor in B.C., and built
Hatley Castle (now part of Royal Roads University). Elinor was a pianist, singer and composer,
and a graduate of the Dresden University of Music. Most of her music was simply archived,
very little of it having ever been performed. The addition of Elinor's songs enhanced the local
and historic interest of the concert.
In the fall, our committee, Sylvia Rickard, Marnie Setka-Mooney, Lynne Penhale, Maria
Eduarda Mendes Martins, Janet Danielson and myself, decided to hold a fundraiser in February
to help cover concert costs as well as to spark interest in the event. We called it a Suffragette
Soiree. It was at the home of a local financial advisor and his wife who had hosted fundraising
evenings before and were quite happy to do so for us. The event was by donation; we had it
catered (having a small committee makes it hard to supply those things ourselves) and a 10-piece
women's jazz ensemble called "Wine and Roses" provided the music. Early in the week of the
fundraiser we were quite worried there wouldn't be enough people attending, but ended up with
around 30 people who were quite generous. Another surprise was a number of people who were
unable to attend, but donated anyway. In the end we made around $700.
Another facet of the concert that was important to us right from the beginning was the history of
suffrage in British Columbia. We were reminded on numerous occasions by a variety of
concerned people that the granting of the right to vote extended only to white women; other races
(both men and women) as well as Mennonites and Hutterites were excluded. British Columbia
was also the only province to put the issue to referendum (in which women were not allowed to
vote, of course). It turned out to be a positive result, with 68% of the voters voting yes. We felt
this story was worth telling. Janet's family friend, Dr. Gillian Thompson, a retired history
professor, agreed to give talks on that history at our fundraiser; as part of a pre-concert
presentation; and in written form for our programme.
For concert advertising we used our connections with local music ensembles (community bands,
choirs, orchestras) to get notices out to their members about the concert. The church advertised
amongst their congregation, the choir helped to put up posters and get the word out to their past
audiences. We had posters and small handbills done at a local printer, Metropole. Chris Reiche
at the CMC's Creative Hub was particularly helpful in getting the word out, and brought a
display of scores by women composers to the concert. With our success at fundraising we felt
that we had the resources to take out ads with the local paper, the weekend before and the
Thursday the week of the concert. We made tickets available at two local bookshops and on-line
through Eventbrite. Our younger committee members looked after the social media side of
advertising. By the day of the concert we had sold 100 tickets, which is good for Victoria
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because people here tend to wait and buy tickets at the door. In the end we sold around 170
tickets.
Our doors opened early for a pre-concert talk by Dr. Thompson about women's suffrage, and one
by Elizabeth Gerow on the life and music of Elinor Dunsmuir. We didn't know how many would
attend so were surprised when it was standing room only and anyone who arrived a little after 7
missed the talks. They took place in a large room on the ground floor of the church. The
sanctuary, where the concert was held, was upstairs.
Janet did a wonderful job putting together the programme: there was a lot of material to cover, a
short history and timeline for enfranchisement both provincially and federally; information on
Elinor Dunsmuir; biographies of the composers; information on the string quartet, the choir,
Elizabeth and Janni; and the words of the choral works and the songs. We had wanted to put
together a programme that would be a keepsake and it certainly met our expectations.
In the weeks before the concert we contacted all of the women politicians, including municipal,
provincial and the local female MP's. None of them were able to attend but we received best
wishes and congratulations from many. Victoria's mayor, Lisa Helps, asked what they could do to
support us, so we were able to have greetings from the mayor on the first page of our
programme. In addition, Carol Ann Weaver, ACWC Chair, came across Canada to attend the
concert, which added greatly to the sense of occasion.
The concert began with the Emily Carr String Quartet, followed by Elizabeth Gerow and Janni
Burdeti performing eight of Elinor Dunsmuir's art songs. We had a fifteen minute intermission,
then a smaller subset of the Ensemble Laude Women’s Choir opened the second half with Rita
Ueda's Ame Potsu Potsu and Janet's arrangement of the early Ursuline work Tota pulchra es.
They were then joined by the rest of the choir, who sang works by Kim Baryluk, Sarah Quartel,
Eleanor Daley, and Georgina Craig.
While the concert was longer in length than we had originally planned, it was diverse and so well
done that audience members didn't seem to feel it was too long. There were many people there
for whom this would have been a first exposure to new music, let alone music by women. I
think there were many others who regularly attend choral concerts but would not usually attend a
string quartet concert. The audience’s enthusiastic response, and the feedback we received in the
days following the concert, made us feel that it was very much a success.
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The Enfranchisement of Women in British Columbia
Dr. Gillian Thompson
This talk was presented just before the concert ‘A Spirit
Indomitable,’ presented by the Association of Canadian
Women Composers on April 7, 2017 to mark the 100th
anniversary of the achievement – on 5 April 1917 – of full
electoral rights in provincial elections for most women
resident in BC.
The majority of women in British Columbia – white
women – gained the right to vote and stand for election 100
years ago. But visible minorities did not. Chinese, South
Asian, and Japanese women and men had to wait till the
late 1940s for these rights. Only in 1996 were two women
of Chinese origin elected to the Legislature. Status Indigenous women and men did not gain full
electoral rights in BC until 1949 (or federally till 1960), and just a year ago the first Indigenous
woman was elected to the Legislature. We should not forget these delays, which, now, looking
back from 2017, we know were wrong. The pursuit of democracy is a journey, undertaken by
imperfect individuals and societies, and 1917 is a milestone in a long search for equality and
justice, not over yet.
We celebrate that milestone this evening. Women in BC who were British subjects got the vote
and the right to stand for election when the new Liberal government approved an amendment to
the Provincial Elections Act, and it became law on the 5th of April 1917, in time for the
provincial election of 1920. The Liberals built on the results of a referendum (unique in
Canada), conducted by the previous Conservative government during the 1916 provincial
election. All ridings and 70 percent of the civilian male electors voted in favour of women’s
suffrage. BC thus joined the three other western provinces which, a year before, had granted
women the right to vote and the right to stand for election. Women in Ontario and Nova Scotia
gained both rights by 1919. Elsewhere in the East, things took longer, and only in 1940 did
Quebec women gain full electoral rights. Meantime, in 1918, confirmed in 1920, the federal
government granted most women the same electoral rights as men, in time for the federal
election of 1921. Agnes Macphail of Ontario then became Canada’s first woman MP.
While it took decades for women to be elected in any numbers to Parliament or Legislative
Assemblies, BC did better than other provinces. Our first woman MLA, the suffragist Mary
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Ellen Smith, won a by-election in 1918, replacing her recently deceased husband. In 1941 there
were five women in the BC Legislature, a record number for any Canadian assembly till the
1970s. In the early 1990s, BC got its first woman premier and, briefly, Canada, its only woman
prime minister. Canadians waited till 2015 for the election of significant numbers of women: 88
MPs elected that year were women. And 50 percent of the federal cabinet, which includes visible
and other minorities, are women. It took a century to get this far.
We are celebrating the hard work of countless women and some men. The BC women’s suffrage
movement grew out of social reform movements and organizations established in the 1880s by
women who believed that inheritance law, the right to practise a profession or own a business,
education, the right to work, working conditions and compensation, health care, social services,
as well as violence against women and children were women’s issues. They believed these issues
would be resolved and people’s lives improved when women had the vote and could make laws.
Suffragists put their case to other women in drawing rooms, church halls, at agricultural fairs–
and elsewhere. Groups petitioned the government and persuaded MLAs to present private
members’ bills in favour of the enfranchisement of women.
By 1910 women’s reform organisations were being superseded by more focussed organisations,
such as the Political Equality League. And the suffrage movement in the province had more than
a dozen women leaders. These included Maria Pollard Grant, who, as a young woman in
Victoria decided to work for women’s suffrage – and she surely did. She helped to found and
then was elected head of the major suffragist organisations, some of them province-wide. She
was also elected to the school board. But there were many others, including the teacher and
school-board member, Margaret Jenkins of Victoria, also head of pro-suffrage organisations. And
there is the redoubtable Helena Gutteridge of Vancouver. A tailor, labour organiser and socialist,
she had been a militant suffragist in London. A leader of several pro-suffrage organisations, she
made the case to and for women in demeaning waged work. The leaders were social reformers,
experienced organisers, and impressive public speakers.
Groups came together to make a great push for women’s suffrage from about 1910. The
BC Federation of Labour supported them (for a time). By now the suffragists knew how to run
effective public meetings and canvass from door to door, and how to revive their spirits by
renewing contact with other suffragists. Susan B. Anthony had spoken in Victoria back in 1871.
Now Emmeline Pankhurst of Great Britain, and Nellie McClung, of Manitoba and Alberta, and
successful campaigners from Washington State reminded suffragists in BC that they were part of
an international movement. Our subjects gained new hope and energy. They organised meetings
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and rallies, and spoke to clubs, trade unions, and church groups in Victoria and Vancouver. But
they also sent well-trained, paid organisers – and some went themselves – to the Okanagan, the
Kootenays, the Fraser Valley, the Cariboo, to rural areas where women’s work was greatly valued
by men. They used print media: letters to the editor, interviews, supplements to newspapers,
broadsides. They sent telegrams and resolutions to MLAs, and more petitions to the
government, including, in 1913, a petition bearing 10,000 signatures. They addressed political
meetings, and they took on the Legislature. Delegations of local women and women just off the
overnight steamship from Vancouver – some accompanied by small children who could not be
left behind– made their way to the Legislature and patiently explained to the politicians,
including the premier, why women should have the vote. The First World War assured success.
Women’s significant contribution to the war effort constituted an irrefutable argument in favour
of electoral reform. When the referendum – which they deplored – was announced, the
suffragists swallowed their pride and appealed to male voters to endorse women’s suffrage. And
they did.
Back to Maria Grant. As a teenager, she had met Susan Anthony in 1871. She had joined the
first pro-suffrage organisation in 1883 and been a leader of the movement from the beginning.
Years later, even as a widow with children still at home, she had continued to publish prosuffrage letters and articles, and organised major petitions – and she worked hard for the success
of the referendum. When its results were known and the suffrage assured, she stated simply, ‘It
is good just to have lived to see this day.’ She spoke for many. And once the Amendment was
approved, the suffragists, Maria Grant among them, formed organisations to encourage women
to vote and to promote women candidates in future elections. And (of course) they — and my
own grandmothers — voted in subsequent BC elections.

Born and raised in the Cowichan Valley, I had my career in New Brunswick, and, like my mother
and grandmothers before me, chose to retire to Victoria. My English grandmothers were among
the ‘majority of women in BC’ who were enfranchised in time for the elections of 1920 and 1921.
I end with the very ‘unhistorical’ reflection that, having known them, I believe they would have
liked this talk, including the first paragraph.
Dr Thompson is Professor Emeritus of History at the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton
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Presentation of Songs by Elinor Dunsmuir (1887 – 1938)
by Elizabeth Gerow
This talk was given on Friday April 7th 2017, 7:30pm at
Church of Christ, Scientist as part of a lecture-recital given by
Elizabeth Gerow, soprano and Jannie Burdeti, Piano
1. Who May Know – Tennyson
2. Sur la Rose – adapted from Sappho
3. The Nightingale has a Lyre of Gold – William Ernest
Henley
4. She Sauntered by the Swaying Sea – W.E Henley
5. Imagination - author unknown
6. My Crown – W. Shakespeare
7. A Memory – author unknown
8. O Sweet and Strange it Seems to Me – Shakespeare
Good evening, and thank you for joining Jannie Burdeti and myself for our presentation of a
selection of songs written by Elinor Dunsmuir, who lived from 1887 to 1938. You may have
heard the name “Dunsmuir” before, and if you have not, you have probably heard of
Craigdarroch or Hatley Castles - two majestic monuments to the wealth of a family who by the
twentieth century had become the richest in British Columbia. Elinor Dunsmuir was the granddaughter of Scottish Immigrants Robert and Joan Dunsmuir, and the 7th out of 12 children born
to James and Laura Dunsmuir. James Dunsmuir, Elinor’s father, served two years each as
Premier and Lieutenant Governor of BC, as well as acquiring his father’s coal and other business
assets.
Elinor’s mother Laura encouraged music and theatre in the family, and her father was the
honourary president of the Philharmonic Society of Victoria, in which Elinor played the violin.
In her teenage years, Elinor and her sister Maye went to school in New York City, and also
studied music in Dresden and Leipzig, where she developed an infectious taste for the exciting
and innovative European art scene.
As well as being an accomplished composer, singer and pianist, Elinor was the most
intellectual member of her family, owning a very extensive book collection. Her library includes
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topics ranging from Egyptian history and Russian literature, to English poetry, politics, religion
and sexuality. The first song we will be performing for you, titled “Who May Know,” is from a
few lines taken from a poem by Lord Alfred Tennyson, which praises the shifting emotions of a
woman named “Madeline,” after whom the poem is named. Other great literary figures whose
texts Elinor set to music include Shakespeare, English poet William Earnest Henley, and the
famous Greek female poet, Sappho.
The next song we are going to perform for you is an adaptation by French writer M.
Ernest Falconnet of Sappho’s romantic poem “Sur la rose.” Sappho is known today for her
poetry on themes of female homosexuality, with which Elinor, a lesbian artist herself, would
have identified. I also wanted to add at least one of Elinor’s French songs to our program, since
she spent much of her adult life amongst the elites of high society in Paris, Nice, Cannes and
Monte Carlo. Within the social circles of the Rothschilds and Citroën families, Elinor had the
luxury of meeting and befriending popular artists of the time such as Noel Coward and Leopold
Godowski. In the Craigdarroch Castle Collection, there are copies of some of Godowski’s piano
transcriptions personally addressed by the composer to Elinor in a very kindly manner, attesting
to their friendship. Some of Elinor’s compositions may have been influenced by the famous
Polish composer/pianist, whose transcriptions of famous piano pieces were often rigorously
technical and challenging to play.
Another interesting acquaintance is that of the famous ballet impresario Sergei Diaghilev.
In the New York Public Library in the Diaghilev collection, there are two letters from Elinor to
the impresario stating very politely that she would like to have her ballet score back; that his
secretary is like an impenetrable wall and she can’t get through to him. These letters imply that
Elinor Dunsmuir may have tried to sell one of her scores to the Ballet Russes. This is not
surprising, since Elinor’s eclectic style of writing and her musical subject matter seem to fit well
with the infamous ballet company’s vision of promoting new works in music, dance and visual
art. Perhaps, however, Elinor’s ballets were too eclectic for the company – one of her
manuscripts, The Box, deals with a royal slave dancer who has her hands chopped off after she
refuses to accept the king’s advances. The king then takes the dancer’s severed hands out of
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their box and caresses himself with them, only to find himself being choked to death by the
hands, while a ghostly vision of the handless dancer dances before him as he wrangles and dies.
Elinor’s other theatrical works, a ballet and an operetta, are also very depressing and deal with
self-sacrifice and suicide. I believe, however, that this music may be an expression of what was
going on in Elinor’s head, as she was in grip of a severe gambling addiction during her years in
Monte Carlo where she was famously known as "la Riche Canadienne" (she actually broke the
bank at the Monte Carlo Casino!). It could also reflect her struggles with her own sexuality and
self-image during those times. The addiction became so bad, however, that she would telegraph
her mother asking for more money. Eventually, when the money ran out, Elinor was brought
home by her brother-in-law to spend her remaining years in Canada, quietly living either with
her mother at Hatley Castle or, in the summers, at her own private cottage in Comox. In 1938, at
the age of 52, Elinor passed away from a stroke, just nine months after her mother’s death.
Elinor’s ties to New York City started with her schooling in her teenage years, and her
love for theatre is evident in her music. In the Craigdarroch Castle Collection is Elinor's
unfinished musical score titled Mademoiselle Monmartre, which is based on the famous French
play L’homme de cinq heures. She was beaten to the punch, however, by Clifford Grey who
wrote a Broadway play also based on L’homme de cinq heures called A Kiss in the Taxi, featuring
Claudette Colbert as the lead. Grey’s play became a hit and also a popular silent film of the same
name. This didn’t stop Elinor from pursuing her dream of having her work published, and in
1928 she got some of her songs included into the Broadway musical Sunny Days, which starred
the soon-to-be famous actress Jeanette MacDonald.
Elinor Dunsmuir composed everything from Broadway to ballet during her short but very
lavish and interesting life. Unfortunately, she did not leave a diary or very many letters to help
us develop a clear picture of her personal circumstances. Her thoughts, however, are vividly
painted within her music, creating a unique sound that has been dormant for almost 100 years,
and a fascinating example of the fusion of western art-music and popular music of the early 20th
century.
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Although most of Elinor’s songs are quite short, they all create a complete picture of a
particular feeling or experience in her life. So far as we know, six of the eight songs we are
performing today are premières: they have never been heard by the public. The songs
Imagination and A Memory have a similar ethereal quality, and neither of the manuscripts
include a lyricist’s name, indicating that Elinor may have written these texts herself. The song
Imagination reminisces about Pan, a mythical figure who represents love and rapture. There is
another meaning to this song, however, evoked by the dreamy nature of the piano
accompaniment and by Elinor’s search for her own sexual identity. The boy with the jade flute
might represent not the rapturous Pan, but “Peter Pan,” a symbol for not wanting to grow up, and
the tearing of the silken dress might represent a break away from the society mold in which
Elinor had been placed at this time in her life. These speculations, however, are not backed by
hard evidence and are simply my own efforts in trying to understand Elinor’s impetus for
creating such unique and beautiful music.
Before we perform our program, I want to sincerely thank Janet Danielson and the
Association of Canadian Women Composers for giving us the opportunity to share some of
Elinor Dunmsuir’s songs in concert. I want to also thank Danielle Mackenzie and Bruce Davies
at Craigdarroch Castle and Jenny Seeman at Hatley Castle for providing me with much
information on Elinor Dunsmuir’s life, and for supporting me in my research on Elinor’s music. I
also want to thank my collaborator Jannie Burdeti for joining me in this project, and for helping
me with the interpretation of the songs. Finally, we couldn’t have done this without the financial
support of Michael Audain, who is Elinor Dunsmuir’s great nephew.
Thank you, and we hope you enjoy this short trip into the fascinating world of Elinor
Dunmsuir.
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About the Self, the Art, and the Act of Composing
by Maria Eduarda Mendes Martins
As a new associate composer to the ACWC, I thought it would be a
good idea to introduce myself and some of my compositional
philosophies through this article. Although it is narrated in first
person, the following text talks about a very general experience for
composers and creators, which involves the self, the act of composing,
and the relationship between these two that affects a whole
environment and society.
I am currently based in Victoria BC and experience the challenge of being a musician in a
foreign country, especially since I come from an artistically distant background. I am a
Brazilian woman, born in a family of mostly non-musicians, who started studying music
at quite an advanced age (16 years old), and therefore did not have many opportunities
to perform as an instrumentalist until I came to British Columbia to pursue my masters
degree in music composition. Nowadays I am surrounded - particularly in Victoria - by
incredibly talented musicians, composers and conductors. Although I occasionally feel
overwhelmed by the challenges of being an international artist, I am constantly building a
career as a composer, conductor and singer in Canada, giving Canadian premieres of
solo vocal pieces, conducting local choirs and orchestras, and composing for local and
international ensembles.
In winter 2013, I received an email from composer and University of Victoria professor
Dániel Péter Biró telling me about University of Victoria’s aims and goals as a music
school, and I felt a connection between the composition degree there and my final
undergrad project in Brazil, an electroacoustic mass. I sent all the links of my mass to
Dr. Biró as a response to that email, and from that moment on he helped me throughout
the entire application process and, in effect, brought me to Canada.
The music I compose primarily combines contemporary instrumental techniques with
early melodic materials (mainly from the 12th, 13th and 14th centuries). I believe that
contemporary extended techniques and abstract gestures in music are an ongoing
artistic language, and therefore I can communicate whichever musical ideas I desire
with these abstract gestures (even if these ideas are ancient). A couple of good examples
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of this gathering are my pieces Stella Splendens and Palästinalied: Álrêst Lébe. Both
were composed at the same time, and premiered in the same week (the former in
Canada, the latter in Holland). Both works are based on simple/ancient melodies, in
which I use the instruments in the ensembles to orchestrate spectral vibrations of these
melodies (obeying the rhythmic ratios of these vibrations, and also their intonations,
whenever possible).
The electroacoustic mass (2011) was the piece that brought me to Canada and is also a
very good example of this mixture between the old and the new. It brings an ancient
Latin text to life through sounds which could not possibly be conceived prior to the
20th century. Sociologically speaking, I see the 20th and early 21st centuries as a
historic moment of incertitudes and fast-paced transformations. In sum, mixing ancient
and new musical ideas is a way for me to find something constant, a timeless anchor
that connects - somehow - all these different periods, aesthetics, and all the changes in
our history and daily lives.
Music has always had a very personal connotation to me. When I was younger, I used music to
search for my interior self and to bring it to my external world; I used music to incarnate and
materialize my inner voice as an artist. Once this materialization happened (and I gradually
became a more professionalized composer) I discovered that—paradoxically—writing music is
more than just self-expression; it also involves reflecting the whole context and society the
composer is part of. At the same time, I realized that while living in Canada I have been
exercising this representation in my daily life as a Canadian composer. After I completed my
masters degree and understood how restricted to academia contemporary music (still) is, I
realized that bringing it to people’s daily life in the West Coast of Canada was an important cause
to pursue and fight for. With this in mind, I started working on projects (many of them with the
Victoria Composers Collective) that express my inner artistic voice and also build bridges
between a more broad audience and avantgarde music.
In 2016, I was asked to compose a mass setting for the 125th anniversary of St. Barnabas Church
parish. My idea of bringing new music elements to the piece as a whole were considered pretty
adventurous by the choir, by some members of the parish, and especially by the music director,
who expected a something like a Bach chorale or Renaissance motet. During the composition
process of this piece, which lasted for about nine months, I stubbornly preserved as many
contemporary music ideas as I could in the piece, relating the texts of the ordinary mass to the
intervals of the harmonic series, connecting more dissonant intervals to more emotionally intense
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texts, such as the Kyrie. The mass becomes gradually less dissonant as it reaches the Agnus Dei,
which only makes usage of the first three intervals of the harmonic series: perfect octave, perfect
fifth and perfect fourth. Even though the congregation did not have a background in music
theory, they told me afterwards that they also felt that the music materials matched the intensity
of the texts.
Another piece of mine which has
more or less the same structural idea
is called About Gesang der
Jünglinge, for rock band, which uses
fragments of the text for
Stockhausen’s Gesang der
Jünglinge. Like the Mass for St.
Barnabas, this piece was also
premiered in a local festival in
Victoria called “WoodStockhausen:
new music for rock band”. Among
other projects, this show was a 2016
concert of the Victoria Composers
Mass for St. Barnabas (photo by the author)
Collective, mentored and organized
by yours truly, which featured avant-garde music played by Rock-Band instruments in the
“Copper Owl” night club. One of my first ideas for this show was to bring concert avant-garde
music to a setting in which the audience would have the choice between listening to the music or
not, as they usually do with any genre of music not usually performed in concert halls. The
results were impressive: The audience not only enjoyed the concert, but they also stopped and
listened to every new piece, paying complete attention to the performers playing on the pit/stage
for the entire two-hour concert.
Lastly, I would like to mention the successful British Columbia tour that the Victoria Composers
Collective organized and realized in the summer of 2015. This project lasted for about two
weeks, during which we performed avant-garde music in nine churches in the interior of BC,
places like 100 Mile House, Williams Lake, Barkerville, and Quesnel. In each place we played
we found an open and warm reception to our work, and locals were generally very thankful to us
for having brought them this kind of music. Many of them were not familiar with avant-garde
music, but the interactiveness and inventiveness of our pieces allowed them to imagine different
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and new possibilities for personal issues in their lives, one of the greatest mutual gifts that the
relationship between musicians and audience can bring.
This has been my experience as a Canadian woman composer until this moment. It is a mixture
and a balance between personal beliefs and cultural representations. I would say that being a
woman composer can be challenging anywhere in the world: even the Romantic idea of genius
and inspired talents are not as commonly related to women as they are to other genders, but the
same is true to any type of underrepresented groups who dare to challenge the barriers that exist
in our society. The same is true to all those who dare to be inventive, intuitive, impactful. Being a
woman composer may be a challenging task anywhere, but it is worth it, and it is an honour for
me to have the chance of being considered as a Canadian woman composer, and of representing
Canada’s music to other countries and cultures as well.

Left to right: Dave Riedstra, Christopher Reiche, Lynne Penhale, Maria Eduarda Mendes Martins,
Nathan Friedman
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Report from the IAWM
by Diane Berry
On March 9th of this year the American Composers Forum
announced that the IAWM was one of three recipients of the 2017
Champion of New Music Awards for their advocacy of women's
music and their support of composers, scholars, musicians,
researchers, music librarians, teachers and many others. The
award was established in 2005 to honour individuals or ensembles
that make a significant contribution to the work and livelihoods of
contemporary composers. This year's award to the IAWM is one
of the few times it has gone to an organization. It will be presented on October 28th, 2017 at the
IAWM's annual concert, held this year at the University of Kansas.
In the spring, a call for scores went out for the annual concert, which is held in the fall. In order
to submit one has to be a member of the IAWM (usually you can join just before you submit),
the scores are anonymous and submitted through Musicavatar with a maximum length of 10
minutes. One stipulation that makes it a more difficult for many Canadian and international
composers is that fact the composer is required to attend the rehearsal and the concert, with no
travel money available.
This year the concert will be performed by the Kansas Virtuosi, an ensemble of U. of Kansas
faculty who are dedicated to performing new chamber music. They were looking for works for
one to three performers choosing from flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, violin, cello, piano
and percussion. Composers whose work is chosen for the concert will receive a recording, the
concert itself will be streamed live and the recording will be used on the IAWM website. It will
be worthwhile checking out at the end of October.
As I'm writing this the IAWM's annual Search for New Music is closing in on its deadline for
2017. It is comprised of seven different categories, each with its own requirements as to
composers age (minimums not maximums), instrumentation, length of piece, acoustic and/or
electronic and prize amounts. The names of the winners will be made available on their website
at the end of August. Since the competition will be closed by the time this report is in our
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journal, I will save a more detailed description of their annual call, in a later edition. The
categories have changed slightly over the years and may change again next year.
The listserv. continues to be active, with notifications of concerts, broadcasts and articles on
women in music. With its connections world-wide it is a useful resource for research into the
activities of women in music, past and present. Someone's question about a female composer or
musician can introduce the rest of us to fascinating and inspiring figures. Often calls for scores
and employment opportunities are also listed through the listserv. as well as announcements of
awards, and congratulations from many of the members.

*

*

*

*

An 80th Birthday Celebration to Remember
by Sylvia Rickard
Sean Bickerton, Regional Director of the Canadian Music Centre in
Vancouver, invited ACWC member Sylvia Rickard to be part of his
Celebrating our Legacy concert series.
On her 80th birthday (Friday, May 19) Sylvia Rickard prepared a
concert of seven of her chamber works. The concert took place at
the Murray Adaskin Salon, CMC office, 837 Davie Street,
Vancouver. Baritone Andrew R. White, from Kearney, Nebraska,
and pianist Graeme Wilkinson, of Montreal, performed Rickard’s new Three Late Period Yeats
Songs and Rickard’s comic piece, Belle-Mère, on a poem by Claude Treil. Soprano Catherine
Laub, and pianist Rita Attrot, of Vancouver, performed Rickard’s Buttercup Fields, on a poem of
Lindsay Selwood, and ended the concert with Dorothy Parker’s Three Cabaret Songs. Victoria
pianist Sarah Chapeskie played Sylvia’s first-written piece: Estival, for solo piano. Saltspring
Island cellist Paula Kiffner and Victoria harpist Josh Layne played the world premiere of
Rickard’s ANYWHEN, and the environmental piece Song for the Earth.
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The author (center) with performers and CMC members (photo: Marcel Jean)

A young composer from Victoria, Lynne Penhale, was invited to have a piece on the concert.
Lynne chose her piano piece Existo in Anima, which was performed by her friend, Kimberley
Manerikar. (Sean’s idea is to have an established composer share the stage with a young,
upcoming composer.)
At intermission Sean Bickerton invited the sold-out audience to come to the foyer for a
spectacular birthday cake: strawberry cheesecake gossamer sheer! Then Sean spoke to the
audience about Sylvia Rickard and about upcoming Legacy concerts. Pink bubbly wine
accompanying the cake put everyone in a celebratory mood. After the concert, many people took
photos of the event. It was a marvelous opportunity for a composer to show more than one work
at one time.
The quality of the performances was very high, with everyone well prepared and rehearsed. The
whole evening was very jolly and exuberant.
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Member News
Hall as part of Toronto’s C21 Festival as well
as in Whitehorse as part of his crossCanadian tour. On the album Ravens, the
piece is performed by Yellowknife’s Andrea
Bettger on violin and Carmen Braden on
piano.

Carmen Braden’s work for piano and violin
Magnetic North has been nominated for the
Western Canadian Music Awards Classical
Composition of the Year. The work is
included on Braden’s debut studio album
Ravens released by Centrediscs in January
2017.

Emily Doolittle recently published an
article in New Music Box about composing
and motherhood. You can read it here:
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/
composing-and-motherhood/

Braden is the only woman in nominated in
this category this year. She is also the only
official nominee from the Northwest
Territories for any WCMA category. The four
other nominees are Stephen Chatman,
Marcus Goddard, Jordan Nobles and Edward
Top. The award will be announced at
BreakOut West in Edmonton, AB September
13 - 17, 2017.

Kim Erickson has released a new music
video to support her album The Raven’s Wing.
The album has been critically acclaimed in
the EU and Canada. The song chosen for the
video, “Come All You Fair Ones,” is Kim’s
take on the traditional song, and visits the
changes of time. It features appearances by
Kim and by her daughters Roisin Roberts
and Lesya Roberts. The video, which has
been placed on both the YouTube and Vimeo
platforms, can be viewed directly from Kim’s
website - www.kimerickson.ca.

The nomination marks a milestone for
Braden, who is currently working on a
commissions for the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra, the TSO Chamber Ensemble. In
addition to these commissions, Braden will
soon be traveling to the Stratford Festival,
where she has will work as the sound designer
and composer for “The Breathing Hole” a
new play that will be directed by Yellowknife’s
Reneltta Arluk (opening August 2017). While
in Stratford Braden will also be performing at
a number of venues in southwestern Ontario.

Veronika Krausas' Hopscotch Tarot Song Cycle
was performed by soprano Justine Aronson
with violinist Pasha Tseitlin in Los Angeles as
part of DUO FEST. The performance was
at Boston Court Performing Arts Center at
8pm on Thursday July 13, 2017. This song
cycle was part of The Industry’s Hopscotch
mobile opera performed around Los Angeles
in 2015 (hopscotchopera.com). The reading
for each tarot card (The City, The Lovers,

Magnetic North was originally written for
renowned Canadian James Ehnes, and he
premiered the piece with pianist Andrew
Armstrong in Yellowknife in May 2016, and
later performed it at the prestigious Koerner
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Hell, The Motorcycle etc.) is sung by the
soprano, accompanied by the violin.
Produced by Synchromy, a composer-run
collaboration in Los Angeles.

news about that - and a really cool recording
project - coming soon!
www.cecilialivingston.com
www.soundcloud.com/cecilia_livingston

Recording available at https://
store.cdbaby.com/cd/veronikakrausas5.
Performed by mezzo Julia Aks and violinist
Madeline Falcone. Text by Tom Jacobson.

Julia Mermelstein has been a participant in
the 2nd edition of EQ: Women in Electronic
Music program, hosted by the Canadian
Music Centre. The workshop is facilitated by
composer and sound artist Rose Bolton,
focusing on mentorship and community
building among women who create electronic
music. Julia is now an Associate Composer at
the Canadian Music Centre and has been
invited to be a mentor composer for the
Waterloo Region Contemporary Music
Sessions in August. Upcoming projects
include a new work for Caution Tape Sound
Collective’s Singles Vol.3 concert for solo
percussion, electronics and movement, solo
piano commission from Barbara Prichard,
and a new multimedia dance collaboration
with choreographer Sarah Hopkin involving
four dancers, live electronics and projections
to begin creation in the fall.

Cecilia Livingston continues as a Visiting
Research Fellow at King's College London
and is looking forward to several upcoming
conference presentations: in the US at the
Sixth International Conference on Music and
Minimalism, where she'll discuss operatic
arias and minimalism (and get to hear a ton
of awesome music at nief-norf's summer
festival). She'll present papers in the UK in
July and in September, the latter at the Royal
Musical Association's 53rd Annual
Conference in Liverpool, where she'll discuss
George Benjamin's Written On Skin. Her
review-essay "'Here Be Dragons': Voice and
Opera at the Edge of the Map" was published
in the most recent issue of the Cambridge Opera
Journal.

Tawnie Olson was awarded an Opera
America Discovery Grant to workshop her
new opera about Hildegard of Bingen and
Eleanor of Aquitaine with re:Naissance
Opera in 2018. The one-hour chamber opera
has a libretto by Dalhousie University
professor Roberta Barker, and will feature
Canadian singers Mireille Asselin and Debi
Wong, as well as bass-baritone Dashon

Compositionally, she's working on a set of
folksongs for the Canadian Art Song Project,
and has enjoyed performances of her vocal
music in Toronto and Boston, and at Tapestry
Opera's Songbook VII and New Opera 101
Workshop. She would like to thank the
Toronto Arts Council and the Ontario Arts
Council for the generous funding that will
support her upcoming full-length opera for
TorQ Percussion Quartet and Opera 5. More
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Burton (founding member of Roomful of
Teeth).

Sylvia Rickard’s RARESCALE is included in
new CD: Celebrating Canadian Women
(Centrediscs), featuring Laurel Swindon, flute
and Stephanie Mara, piano. Music by Alice
Ping Yee Ho, Heather Schmidt, and Emily
Doolittle is also included on this album.

In January, Ian David Rosenbaum released a
recording of Meadowlark on his album,
Memory Palace. In March, soprano Magali
Simard-Galdès and pianist Olivier HébertBouchard issued a recording of Three Songs on
Poems by Lorri Neilsen Glenn on their album,
Muses. Simard-Galdès also performed
Olson’s songs over a dozen times this spring as
part of the Jeunesses Musicales Maureen
Forrester Tour.

Bekah Simms received the 2017 CMC
Toronto Emerging Composers Award, which
includes a cash prize and support for the
creation of a new work for 10 musicians to be
premiered by Caution Tape Sound Collective
in March, 2018. Bekah was also the second
place winner in the Etobiocke Philharmonic's
Composers Competition. Lastly, Bekah was
selected to take part in the Soundstreams
Emerging Composer Workshop, which
includes lessons and masterclasses with Unsuk
Chin and Chris Paul Harman, as well as the
premiere of her new vocal quartet for SATB
and electronics as part of the 21C Festival in
Toronto.

In February, soprano Stacie Dunlop and
pianist Piotr Banasik gave the European
premiere of Olson’s Le Revenant in Poland,
clarinetist George Giorgiu gave the Cypriot
premiere of Olson’s Paraclete, for clarinet
doubling kick drum and Tibetan singing
bowl, and Rod Squance gave the Canadian
premiere of Olson’s Meadowlark, for marimba
and fixed media.
Olson’s arrangement of “Know the Way,” by
electronica artist Grimes, was toured across
Canada this spring by the Plumes Ensemble.
In April, Olson’s chamber oratorio No Capacity
to Consent was performed at the Women
Composer’s Festival of Hartford, and two of
her Three Songs on Poems by Lorri Neilsen Glenn
were given their American premiere by
Canadian soprano Ariadne Lih and pianist
Miles Walter.
www.tawnieolson.com
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ACWC Opportunities
ACWC and Caution Tape Sound
Collective: Call for Scores

be no longer than 15 minutes in duration,
however, some exceptions might be made for
exceptional pieces/proposals that exceed that
length.

Deadline: August 1, 2017
Entry fee: none
Age limit: none

Those interested in submitting for the Call for
Scores are required to submit ONE score
(PDF), as well as their CV. Audio (MP3 or
WAV) recordings are highly encouraged,
though not required. Please do not submit
MIDI realizations. Downloadable links are
recommended for larger files.

Caution Tape Sound Collective, in
collaboration with the Association of
Canadian Women Composers (ACWC), is
excited to announce a Call for Scores and
Proposals for the upcoming 2017/18 season.
All women-identified composers and sound
artists in Canada are welcome to submit, as
well as Canadians in the field who are
currently living abroad. Selected composers
will be required to join the ACWC if they are
not already members.

Those interested in submitting for the Call for
Proposals should send a 1-page (maximum)
proposal for a new work utilizing the
instruments mentioned above, or a subset
thereof. They should also include up to two
examples of their previous work – scores and,
if possible, recordings – as well as their CV.
Again – please do not send MIDI realizations.
Downloadable links are recommended for
larger files.

A jury (comprised of Bekah Simms, Gayle
Young, and Zosha di Castri) will select a total
of six works to present at a concert on March
24, 2018 in Toronto, Ontario. All selected
composers will receive a minimum $100
honorarium, as well as video and audio
documentation of the performance to be used
for non-commercial purposes. The
instrumentation available for this concert will
be violin, flute, cello, piano, and percussion.
Expansive percussions set-ups featuring
larger instruments may prove logistically
challenging. Compositions involving
electronics, or acousmatic works, are also
welcome provided they do not exceed a stereo
setup. A stereo PA, mixer, and audio interface
will be available for the concert – any
equipment beyond those items will be the
responsibility of the composer. Works should

Composers may submit to both the call for
scores as well as the call for proposals, but no
candidate will be selected for both. Six
composers will be chosen for the concert. The
deadline for both calls is August 1, 2017, and
successful applicants will be notified by
September 18, 2017. All materials should be
sent to:
cautiontapesoundcollective@gmail.com.
The pdf call for scores may be downloaded
here.
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Composer Opportunities
Victoria Symphony Orchestra
Davidson Commission for New
Orchestral Music

TMA MyMusic150+
Deadline: multiple June-October

Deadline: August 15, 2017.

The Toronto Musicians Association is
offering free career workshops for musicians
aged 18-35. Musicians must be members of
or join the TMA to participate.

One successful applicant will be
commissioned by the Victoria Symphony to
compose a new 8-10 minute orchestral work
for the Victoria Symphony’s 2017/18 season.
The application has no age restrictions and is
open to all Canadian composers and
permanent residents of Canada. The
successful composer will be paid a
commission fee of $7500 for their 8-10
minute piece. In addition, the composer will
receive online streaming rights to the
recording of their piece for a period of up to
one year subject to the orchestra’s approval. A
copyist fee of up to $1000 will be provided as
well as economy round trip air and
accommodation.

More information here: http://
mymusic150.tma149.ca/

Call for Scores: Verdant Vibes
Deadline: August 5
Age limit: None
Entry Fee: None
Verdant Vibes is seeking recently composed
scores of up to 15 minutes’ duration, scored
for one or more performers drawn from the
following instruments: clarinet/bass clarinet
(1 player), violin (2 players), viola, cello,
double bass, percussion, piano/synth/
accordion (1 player), electric guitar,
electronics, and/or multimedia. The addition
of one or two other instruments/voices may
be possible; please contact
info@verdantvibes.com with specific
questions.

More information available here.

Canadian Music Centre Prairie
Region Emerging Composer
Competition: Call for Scores
Deadline: September 15, 2017.
Emerging composers with connections to
Canada's Prairie Region are invited to submit
their orchestral works to the 15th edition of
the CMC Prairie Region Emerging Composer
Competition.

More information here: http://
verdantvibes.com/index.html

More information available here.
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Contacts

Reminder

Board of Directors

Membership dues ($40 - Active Members,
$35 - Associates/Affiliates, $25 - Student
Members) are payable annually on July 1.
They can be paid on our website using
PayPal, or mail a cheque directly to:

Chair, Carol Ann Weaver
Treasurer, Janet Danielson
Secretary, Hillary Thomson
Journal Editor, Tawnie Olson
Web Manager, Katerina Gimon
Representative - West Coast, Janet Danielson
Representative - Prairies, Laura Pettigrew
Representative - Ontario, Edith Covach
Representative - East Coast, Mary Knickle
International Liaisons, Emily Doolittle,
Tawnie Olson
ACWC Founder, Carolyn Lomax

ACWC
10158 Fifth Street
Sidney, BC V8L 2Y1

Current Board Positions
to be Filled
Archivist
Representative - Quebec



Do you have composer news for the ACWC Journal?
Would you like to contribute an article?
Contact our editor, Tawnie Olson, at acwcbulletin@gmail.com.
Submissions for the Fall/Winter edition must be received by
November 30, 2017.
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